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According to the oﬃcial information provided by the media of the United States, Bashar alAssad, Russia and Iran are villains: thus the American media urges support for the actions of
the US, Saudi Arabia and Turkey to achieve peace in the region. This point of view is
absolutely contrary to what is happening in Syria, in fact, it will lead to the continuation of
the war and civilian casualties. This was stated by journalist Stephen Kinzer, who called the
coverage of events in Syria a “shameful page in the history of the American press”.
American journalists, following the oﬃcial line of the administration of U.S. President Barack
Obama, present the head of Syria, Bashar al-Assad, and also Russia and Iran as villains.
They support, according to U.S. media, Saudi Arabia and Turkey. This position, which is due
to the deliberate distortion of what is actually happening in Syria, will lead to the prolonging
of the war and an even greater number of civilian casualties, writes the journalist of the
newspaper the Boston Globe – Stephen Kinzer. According to him, coverage of the conﬂict in
Syria will be one of the most shameful pages in the history of the media of the United
States.
As the main example, Kinser gives the siege of the Syrian city of Aleppo. Within three years
the town was ruled by militants, who have imposed cruel orders such as the ban on children
attending school under the threat of death, the journalist notes. Terrorists destroyed
factories in the hope that workers will go to them in search of work, and sold the seized
equipment to Turkey. In February, the army of Syria with the support of the Russian airforce
started pushing the militants out of the city, according to Kinzer.
The retreating militants in response shelled residential areas of Aleppo, with rockets and
canisters of gas. This picture, said the journalist, does not match the oﬃcial line of
Washington. As a result, U.S. media reported that Aleppo was besieged by the governmental
army of Syria with the support of Iran and Russia, writes Kinzer.
“This is nonsense, but do not blame the Americans for believing it. We do not have any
information about the parties to the conﬂict, their goals or methods of action. The blame
belongs to the American media,” — emphasizes Kinser on the pages of the Boston Globe.
Correspondents covering the war in Syria get information from the Pentagon, State
Department, White House and their “experts”, believing they represent a lot of opinions on
this issue. This type of activity that passes for news journalism, can only be described as
shorthand, says Kinser.
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“The oﬃcial picture of events shockingly contradicts what is really going on, and
maintaining this position will lead to the continuation of the conﬂict and condemn the
innocent civilians of Syria to an even longer war and painful death,” concludes the columnist
of the Boston Globe.
Translated by Ollie Richardson from Russian, for Fort Russ
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